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1. Introduction 

1.1 Account 

Bangin' Buns is a card game with a dice component, it has a gameplay of approximately 20 minutes and it is 

designed to be played from 2-6 people. Players will breed their own way through the game, whilst racing to be 

the first person to breed their MEGA bunny and become the Bunny Breeding Queen. The components of this 

game include: 

• 1 x dice 

• 1 x A4 sheet of rules 

• 1 x bunny breeding tree 

• 6 x individual bunny breeding trees 

• 6 x individual decks of cards (126 cards all together) 

o 100 DOM bunnies = 12 cards (2 of each gender) 

o 200 DOM bunnies = 30 cards (5 of each gender) 

o 300 DOM bunnies = 30 cards (5 of each gender) 

o 400 DOM bunnies = 24 cards (4 of each gender)  

o MEGA bunnies = 6 cards (2 of each bun) 

o CCCs = 24 cards (6 different types x 4 of each) I may add more CCCs later. 

I have designed a rudimentary diagram of how the game should be set up as well as an A4 sheet of the rules and 

instructions for Bangin' Buns. 
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The language of the game includes a few minor innuendos, some of which are sexual, yet all of which are in 

reference to the natural cycle of breeding bunnies. Considering this I would set the age range to be 13+, but 

other than one dice there are no small components so Bangin' Buns could really be played by all ages. When 

initially designing this game, my intentions were to keep it as a short, simple and casual party game, with the 

intended audience being people who only really want to play a few quick rounds and then move on. The game 

has turned out to be slightly more complicated than I had originally planned, the 'quick-fire' feel that I was 

hoping for has not really been carried along into its’ current version, nonetheless I am enjoying the environment 

that it creates whilst playing. I would still describe Bangin' Buns as a party game, a likely audience is for people 

who enjoy quick narrative card games and also have the patience to learn new rules. The sense of humour 

throughout the game has also helped in gathering different kind of audiences, there is a lot of use of innuendo 

within the game language, as well as the language of the Creepy Carrot Cards assists in bringing humour into 

gameplay (syphilis, buncurious, gay buns). This game pays homage to rabbits and to the experience of breeding 

baby bunnies; through feedback I am aware that Bangin' Buns is received well by people who have owned 

before or have a love for bunnies.   
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1.2. Narrative and Story World 

The narrative of Bangin' Buns paints the player as a rabbit breeder. They must make decisions, deals and 

negotiations with other players, in order to be the first to breed their MEGA bunny. The game begins with each 

player receiving their target bunny, they will begin to breed, it is over when the first person successfully breeds 

their target (MEGA) bunny. The story world of the game dictates that breeding two 100 DOM lvl bunnies 

together will produce 200 DOM lvl bunnies, 200 DOM lvl bunnies produce 300 DOM lvl and so on. The story 

world is also designed so that the two bunnies that are breeding can only successfully spawn one type of rabbit, 

it also does not allow bunnies to interbreed between dominance levels. If I were to have allowed interbreeding 

or more rabbits to be bred, the algorithm of the game would require me to have had designed many, many more 

cards than what there already are. I have designed a Bunny Tree for players to follow along with whilst playing 

that explains how the bunnies breed, I have also designed individual trees for each MEGA bunny that shows the 

breeding path for each player to follow. I had added the individual paths through iteration, it is much easier to 

follow along a path when you have it sitting right in front of you as opposed to sharing one sheet between 6 

players.  
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It is in the story world that two bunnies cannot be bred by the same breeder unless they have played the 

inbreeding Creepy Carrot Card (CCCs). CCCs are hidden cards, to begin each player has 3 in their hand, as your 

turn you can play one of these cards. CCCs are effect cards that are placed on top of a bunny, either your own or 

another player's, which will remain as an effect on the bunny for the remainder of the game. I designed the 

Creepy Carrot Cards as a means of throwing curveballs into the narrative of the game, in an attempt to prolong 

interest during gameplay. 

 

2. Planning, Prototyping & Playtesting 

2.1. Planning 

The idea of creating a card game about bunnies spawned from in-class discussions. I learned that it would be far 

easier to create something that I cared about and to go about it in a way that myself, and the people in my life, 

would be interested in playing. I was intrigued by the idea of making a card game as I wanted something that 

could be easily portable, printable and fairly cheap to physically create. Last year my housemates and I 

unexpectedly raised five baby bunnies; it was an experience that I thought would be interesting to transfer into a 

card game. This is where the process of creating Bangin’ Buns began. At this stage I was not yet familiar with 

the card game Killer Bunnies1, but since it has played as a useful reference in developing Bangin’ Buns as to 

understanding the size and length that a card game about bunnies can be whilst maintaining an audience. I 

thought that it would be cool to have to work your way through the game with the objective of being the first to 

breed a certain type of bunny, as result I made a diagram that explains four generations of bunny breeding.  
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This was the starting point for the first version of the game. 

 

2.2. Prototyping 

 

First prototype 

My initial mechanics, whilst are the basis of the games current function, were almost entirely based off chance 

and did not really allow for players to interact with one another. It almost seemed like a random game with a 

bunny breeding theme, Richard suggested that I try to incorporate a way that bunnies can breed and create baby 
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buns to combat this problem, perhaps by implementing an element of dice. I was nervous about using dice as I 

already felt the game was too unsystematic yet through testing and research I understood the benefits that 

implementing a hybrid of cards and dice could bring to gameplay and story. Being able to choose the numbers 

on the dice has provided a level of control over how players work their way through the deck (T Fristoe, 2017)2, 

which has been of great assistance to me considering the amount of cards that the game has ended up requiring. 

In attempt to allow for more players, I created a second bunny tree as I did not want to create more than 3 

colours at 100 DOM lvl because this would result in a plethora of bunnies due to the expanding quadratic 

system (Sasmallmath, 2010)3. The second bunny breeding tree would be used in cooperation with the first tree.  

 

This did not work out as it there were half as many opportunities to use 100 DOM bunnies in the second tree 

compared to the first one. As result I double the MEGA bunnies on the first tree to allow for more players.  

As an attempt to make breeding harder without the need to add more bunnies, I gave the bunnies genders; they 

are only allowed to breed with the opposite sex. This idea was inspired from playing the online game Bunny 

Breeder4. 
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Final prototype 

2.3. Playtesting 

Whilst most of my theoretical knowledge was gathered from online research and class discussion, most of my 

practical knowledge was gathered from playtesting. This resulted in the majority of my iteration process having 

been derived from playtesting as opposed to second hand research. I began playtesting after I had incorporated a 

dice. 
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I found that there is a lot of picking up from and putting back cards into the deck which can become tedious 

very quickly. Firstly, I tried to combat this by experimented with the use of Bunny Munny. Players would gain 1 

BM for each unsuccessful bunny that was bred and had to be returned to the deck, I imagined that this would 

provide more instant gratification for the players that would urge them to continue. The ability to buy cards did 

not seem like enough purpose for BM, so I experimented by making the person with the most BM at the end, the 

winner.  

 

In turn this resulted in the objective of the game being who could roll the highest number, which was not very 

fun.  
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Some feedback that I have been given is to make the game harder. In my attempts to combat the appearance of 

an obvious winner throughout the game, as I have read is a common occurrence in Killer Bunnies5, I may have 

overcompensated and made it too easy so players are neck and neck the whole time. I was given the suggestion 

of giving characteristics to the bunnies to increase interest as well as difficulty. In receiving this critique, I play 

tested: without the use of BM; with only allowing breeding to occur with other players; with CCCs; with an 

added generation of bunnies.  

 

After making these changes I noticed a change in duration, a change in decision making due to breeding 

motivations, as well as a large increase in player interest. This is how the current version of the game functions. 
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3. Conclusion  

I believe that much of the success that I see in my game comes from the incorporation of humour. While I have 

doubts in the level of excitement that the mechanics of the game stimulates, the sense of humour maintains 

interest. The abstract of this article outlines their research into how humour in games can “facilitate character 

interaction, support gameplay, and augment players' intrinsic involvement” (C Dormann, P Barr, R Biddle, 

2006)6 which is the phenomena that I believe has occurred in Bangin’ Buns. For example, the ability to halt a 

player who is about to win simply by placing a card onto their bunny is a savage action, but the concept of 

making a bunny infertile is funny and in turn softens the blow. 

 

Although this game has definitely come a long way since its’ beginning stages, there are still aspects that I 

would like to tinker with in order to achieve the experience that I am aiming to create. Overall I am just 

enjoying the process of creating my own game and I am keen to continue creating in this medium. 
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